Immediate job openings for the right industrial engineer candidate!

A fast growing national distribution consulting firm located in a North West suburb of Chicago specializing in Strategic Planning, Facility Design and Layout, Transportation, Productivity Improvement and Distribution Software Implementation seeks several candidates including:

**Engineer/Consultant - MHE**: Assist in material handling and strategic planning projects. Specifics include database analysis, CAD design, justification analysis, facility design, equipment specification, acquisition, and installation project management, and strategic slotting. Must be motivated, creative in system design, and be able to communicate with the CEO to floor workers. This position is a fast-track opportunity to learn distribution systems and implementation skills, and requires approximately 20%-30% travel. Proficiency in AutoCad, Access, Excel, and the Microsoft Office suite required. Entry level through seasoned positions available. A degree in Industrial Engineering, Industrial Technology or equivalent and 2-3 years similar experience is preferred.

**Project Manager – MHE**: To project manage several client engagements ranging from concept work, including various levels of automation and mechanization, through implementation. Project managers have responsibility to deliver the proposal requirements to the client, control project hours, develop and maintain project budget, and control the work assignment/planning of engineering resources. Proficiency in AutoCad, Access, Excel, and the Microsoft Office suite required. Ideal candidate will have 5 to 10 years work experience in a distribution related field. Consulting background is a plus.

**Engineer/Consultant - Productivity**: We save big distribution companies big dollars using you to apply a proven process to implement improvements in productivity, quality, safety, ergonomics, and environment. To do this will require you to be at the client’s facility Monday thru Friday (we service companies throughout the US). You must be autonomous, detailed oriented yet able to see the whole picture, have superior communication skills to sell your creative ideas and have the drive to see them implemented, and have strong analytical and engineering skills. You must be highly self-motivated, because after your training by fire, it will be up to you to turn a big ship with a little rudder. This job is not for the faint of heart. You must have a degree in Industrial Engineering, Industrial Technology or equivalent and 2-3 years similar experience is preferred. Do not even think of applying if you don’t. Any distribution experience is a plus. This job provides an insane learning curve.

We offer competitive salaries, 401K, health and dental in a fast paced, fun, team oriented work environment.

Email resumes and correspondence to: resumes@tzaconsulting.com for consideration. **YOU MUST SPECIFY WHICH JOB YOU WANT TO BE CONSIDERED FOR IN THE SUBJECT LINE. ALSO, PLEASE NOTE UIUC IDM IN THE SUBJECT LINE.**